
Dinah Snow and Sierra Samuel deliver brilliant lyrics and seamless harmonies that
stir the soul and wake up the heart. From sassy and gritty to tender and sweet,
these two powerful women share their soulful music to raise consciousness and
celebrate the human spirit. Their harmonies, blend, and energy are guaranteed to
captivate, uplift, and inspire audiences!

For Booking & Inquiry:
Email: info@dinahsnow.com

Phone: 720-292-8762

AletheiaRisingMusic.com

Aletheia Rising



Bio
Dinah Snow and and Sierra Samuel are Aletheia
Rising. They love the “unconcealedness” of a cappella
singing with a dash of acoustic instruments (Sierra on
guitar; Dinah on rhythm). The duo brings an infusion
of folk, gospel, roots, pop, rock, and traditional music
influences from around the world, carefully choosing
to write and share socially, emotionally, and
environmentally intelligent lyrics. With seamless
harmonies, their performances stir the soul and wake
up the spirit. The synergy that is created through this
musical connection is contagious and joyful to
witness!

Dinah grew up immersed in folk, roots, blues, rock,
and world music. From the age of 8 she spent hours
dissecting the complex harmonies of Eastern
European folk songs, while also belting it out to
Heart. Dinah is a Certified Vocal Coach of the 6 Point
Vocal WAV Method® and Vocal Yoga Method® and
offers workshops, lessons, and classes in person and
online. She has performed at conferences, spiritual
centers, weddings, memorials and for recording
projects.

Sierra is a singer/songwriter and guitarist who draws
from world music, new age, folk, blues, gospel, and
jazz. She studied Music Technology and Composition
at Evergreen State College. She was a singer in the
Boulder Kirtan and still enjoys the bliss of ecstatic
chanting. Sierra has performed at conferences,
festivals, spiritual centers, yoga centers, and local
venues.

Aletheia (Ah-LEE-thee-uh)
spirit of truth; state of unconcealedness

Quotes
“Sierra and Dinah are not only are talented
musicians, but they are also gorgeous, kind-
hearted, and brilliant women. How perfectly the
timbre of their voices meld together!  From
music that touches the heart to rhythmic and
rockin’ gospels that energize and uplift you,
Aletheia Rising’s delicious melodies and
harmonies will bring joy and peace to your soul.”  
- Heidi Alina, Award-Winning Classical Pianist &
African Drummer

“You two are such a stellar example of grace,
beauty and soul!” - Janis Kelly, Singer/Songwriter,
Music Director – Columbine Unity Church

The blend of these two beautiful and powerful
singers touches the heart so deeply, it moves
and balances the inner being. They build one
song on the other, like a perfect symphony that
warms you up, grabs your attention, and takes
you away on a musical journey of upliftment.
Their harmonies, crisscross into ethereal blends.
Truly a vocal match made in heaven.” - Syntysche
Groverland, Minister, Unity of Boulder

"Alethia Rising is an aural feast that is both
soothing and exciting. Their smooth sounding
voices and tonal harmonies blended skillfully
while covering a wide range of challenging and
cool tunes. They engage the audience easily too.
I felt like I was in their living room and
participating. Super fun to hear." - Audience
member
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